Fan Bowl 2018
Contest Rules

These contest rules are specific to the above contest conducted by CBS Radio Texas Inc. operator of radio station KRLD-FM “105.3 The Fan” (the "Station"). Except to the extent specifically set forth below with respect to this specific contest, the Station’s general contest rules apply to this contest as well. A copy of these specific contest rules and the Station’s general contest rules are available at the Station’s studio at 4131 N. Central Expressway Ste. 170, Dallas, Texas 75204 during regular business hours and on the Station’s website at www.1053thefan.com/rules. To the extent that the general contest rules differ from these rules, these rules will govern and control with respect to this Contest.

HOW TO ENTER
1. No purchase or payment of any kind is necessary to enter or win Fan Bowl 2018 contest (the “Contest”).

2. There are two (2) ways to enter this Contest:

   a. **Enter Online:** To enter from 12:00am CT on Monday, January 1, 2018 through 11:59pm CT on Sunday, January 31, 2018 (the “Online Contest Entry Period”), visit www.1053thefan.com (the “Website”), follow the links and instructions to enter the Contest, and complete and submit the online entry form during the Online Contest Entry Period. The online entry form may require the Entrant to provide certain required contact information. The first two-hundred and fifty-six (256) online entrants will be invited to participate in the Grand Prize Event (as described in Section 6 below), subject to verification of eligibility and compliance with these Contest rules (each a “Contestant,” collectively the “Contestants”). There will be up to, but not more than, two-hundred and fifty-six (256) Contestants selected during the Online Contest Entry Period.

   b. **Last Chance Method of Entry.** For the chance to be an alternate contestant (“Alternate Contestant”) go to Lakewood Brewing Company, 2302 Executive Dr., Garland, TX 75041 on February 3, 2018 starting at 3:00pm CT and ending at 4:45pm CT (the “Last Chance Entry Period”) to obtain an official entry form (available while supplies last), legibly hand write your first name and last name, complete address, city, state, zip code, telephone number (including area code), and date of birth on an official entry form and place the completed entry form in the dedicated collection box. P.O. Boxes are not permitted. All last chance entries must be received by 4:45pm CT on February 3, 2018. Entries submitted may not be acknowledged or returned. Failure to provide all required information may result in disqualification. Contestants are not eligible to participate in the Last Chance Method of Entry.

3. A PERSON MAY BECOME A CONTESTANT AND/OR ALTERNATE CONTESTANT ONLY ONCE IN THIS CONTEST, AND OBTAIN ONLY ONE (1) SPOT IN THE GRAND PRIZE EVENT.

4. ONLY THE ACTUAL ENTRANT WHO ENTERED THIS CONTEST CAN BE A CONTESTANT OR ALTERNATE CONTESTANT AND THEY CANNOT TRANSFER OR ASSIGN THEIR SPOTS TO OTHER PERSONS. NO SUBSTITUTE OR STAND-INS ALLOWED

5. There will be up to a maximum of two-hundred and fifty-six (256) Contestants and/or Alternate Contestants in this Contest.
HOW TO WIN

6. All Contestants will be invited to participate in the Grand Prize Event at 5:00pm CT on Saturday, February 3, 2018 at Lakewood Brewing Company, 2302 Executive Dr., Garland, TX 75041 (the “Grand Prize Event”).

7. IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GRAND PRIZE EVENT, CONTESTANTS MUST ATTEND THE GRAND PRIZE EVENT IN PERSON AND CHECK-IN WITH STATION STAFF NO LATER THAN 4:45PM CT. Any Contestant that is not checked-in by this deadline or who arrives after this deadline will be disqualified from the Contest and will not be allowed to participate in the Grand Prize Event. Contestants must present a valid government-issued photo ID and will be required to sign a Release “as-is” at check-in. Any Contestant who refuses to sign the Release will not be permitted to participate in the Grand Prize Event. In the event that only one (1) Contestant is present at and registered to participate in the Grand Prize Event prior to the deadline, he/she will be declared the Winner and the Grand Prize Event will not take place. If fewer than two-hundred and fifty-six (256) Contestants are present and checked in by the deadline, the Station will select the corresponding number of Alternate Contestants in a random drawing of all eligible entries during the Last Chance Entry Period to participate in the Grand Prize Event, subject to confirmation of eligibility, and announce their name(s) at the time of drawing. If a potential Alternate Contestant does not come forward within five (5) minutes they will be disqualified and another potential Alternate Contestant will be selected in a random drawing of all remaining entries. All Alternate Contestants selected to participate in the Grand Prize Event must present a valid government-issued photo ID and will be required to sign a Release “as-is” at check-in. Any Alternate Contestant who refuses to sign the Release will not be permitted to participate in the Grand Prize Event. If two-hundred and fifty-six (256) Contestants are present and timely registered at the Grand Prize event, no Alternate Contestants will be selected. The final Contestants and Alternate Contestants determined as set forth above shall be referred to as “Grand Prize Event Contestants” or “Player(s)”. There will be no more than two hundred and fifty-six Grand Prize Event Contestants.

8. At approximately 5:00pm CT, all Grand Prize Event Contestants will be divided into two (2) brackets of one-hundred and twenty-eight (128) people per bracket to compete in a series of paper football games. Each Grand Prize Contestant will be given a number and be assigned a time to compete in the first round of the paper football contest.

9. Up to thirty-six (36) paper football games will be played simultaneously. Each round will be completed once all contestants in that round have completed their games. The final winner from each bracket will face off in the final round where the winner of that matchup will be deemed the first place winner, and the loser will be deemed the second place winner. The Players who lost the final game in each of the two (2) brackets will face off against each other for the 3rd place prize. If there are fewer than two-hundred and fifty-six (256) Grand Prize Event Contestants the Station reserves the right to modify the number of brackets or number of people per bracket as necessary to conduct the Grand Prize Event, or only allow the number of people who registered online to compete for the prizes. After the first round is completed the remaining Players will then begin competing in the second round, third round, and so on, continuing until there is one (1) first place winner, one (1) second place winner and one (1) third place winner. The bracket is single elimination. Any Grand Prize Event Contestant not present at the designated time of play for any round will be disqualified.

10. The Fan’s Paper Football Rules: Games are ten (10) minutes long and there are no timeouts. The referee will hold a coin toss to determine who gets the football first. The Player who loses the coin toss will kick off. One Player will call “heads” or “tails.” The losing Player of the coin toss kicks off to the receiving Player. The receiving Player starts with the ball. Kickoffs are a palm up hit of the football
with the finger tips off the edge of the table. A kickoff is when the Player “flicks” the football off the edge of their side of table toward the opposing Player. A “flick” means that the Player uses their index or middle finger to hit the football off the edge of the table, through the air and down the field toward the opposing Player. An out of bounds kickoff results in an automatic own 20 yard line placement. If the kick goes over the table it is called a “touchback.” The football is placed at the 20 yard line of the receiving Player. Otherwise the receiving Player takes possession where the football lands on the table. Any kickoff that lands out of bounds before the 50 yard line will result in a first down on the 50 yard line for the opponent. Each Player receives 4 downs to score (chances). Players can kick a field goal on 4th down or go for the touchdown. The Player with the football takes their 4 turns sliding the football across the table top using their fingers in either a “flicking motion” with the index/middle finger or with a single “bump” with two fingers, once per turn. An extended pushing of the football is against the rules. If this occurs the football is placed back to its original location on the field and the offending Player loses a down (chance). If the Player goes for the touchdown on 4th down and fails to make the touchdown then the opposing Player takes over the football where the possession ended on 4th down. Each movement of the football counts as a down (chance). Touchdowns are worth 6 points, Field goals are worth 3 points, and Extra points are worth 1 point. Field goals are to be kicked from the Player’s own 20-yard line. If the field goal is missed, the opposing Player starts at their own 20 yard line. Extra points are to be kicked from the opponent’s 20 yard line. Questionable touchdowns are determined by straight flat rulers moving across edge of table. If the game ends in a tie at the end of regulation, there will be a 2 minute overtime, sudden death style. No field goal kicks are allowed. Game is restarted after a score by “kicking off”. The Player who is ahead after 10 minutes is the winner of that game.

11. ANY CONTESTANT, ALTERNATE CONTESTANT, AND/OR PLAYER USING VIOLENCE, INTIMIDATION OR OTHER INAPPROPRIATE ACTION IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONTEST OR GRAND PRIZE EVENT (AS DETERMINED IN THE SOLE DISCRETION OF STATION PERSONNEL) WILL BE IMMEDIATELY DISQUALIFIED AND BARRIED FROM FURTHER PARTICIPATION IN THE CONTEST.

12. ALL CONTESTANTS, ALTERNATE CONTESTANTS AND/OR PLAYERS HEREBY AGREE TO STRICTLY FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND DIRECTIONS GIVEN BY STATION STAFF AT THE GRAND PRIZE EVENT AND UNDERSTAND THAT ANY INTENTIONAL FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE CONTEST RULES OR PROCEDURES OR DIRECTIONS GIVEN BY STATION STAFF WILL RESULT IN IMMEDIATE DISQUALIFICATION. IN NO EVENT WILL ANY “DEAL-MAKING” BETWEEN CONTESTANTS, ALTERNATE CONTESTANTS, AND/OR PLAYERS BE PERMITTED. STATION RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DISQUALIFY ANY PERSON THAT IT SUSPECTS HAS PARTICIPATED IN OR OFFERED OR ACCEPTED ANY TYPE OF “DEAL-MAKING” WITH RESPECT TO THIS CONTEST.

13. ALL DECISIONS BY STATION STAFF WITH RESPECT TO ANY AND ALL MATTERS IN THIS CONTEST, AND ANY GAME COMPRISES THIS CONTEST, ARE FINAL AND MAY NOT BE APPEELED.

14. Odds of becoming a Contestant or Alternate Contestant in this Contest depend upon the number of entries received. Odds of a Contestant becoming the Grand Prize Winner in this Contest shall not exceed 1:256.

PRIZE(S)

15. Three (3) prizes will be awarded as follows:
   - One (1) 1st place winner will receive a $2,500.00 AMEX gift card
   - One (1) 2nd place winner will receive a $1,000.00 AMEX gift card
- One (1) 3rd place winner will receive a $500.00 AMEX gift card

SPONSORS
16. The sponsors of this contest are Lakewood Brewing Company and CBS Radio Texas Inc.